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Abstract:
Origami-inspired design has recently emerged as a major thrust area of research in the fields of science and engineering. One such design utilizes Kresling pattern origami to construct nonlinear springs that can act as mechanical bit memory switches, wave guides, fluidic muscles, and vibration isolators. In this presentation, we report on the design of such springs and the characterization of their static equilibria and bifurcations as the geometric parameters of the Kresling pattern are varied. To this end, we develop a nonlinear model of the spring which assumes that the different panels can be represented by truss elements which undergo axial deformation and buckling. The model accounts for the rotary stiffness of the creases, and self-avoidance of the panels due to panel contact at small angles. Results of the modeling effort are validated against experimental data obtained using paper-based springs demonstrating the ability of the model to predict the qualitative and quantitative trends of the experiments. Based on these findings, a rubber-based springs is designed and, for the first time, successfully 3-D printed. This new concept can open new avenues for the design of nonlinear tunable springs.
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